Get a discount of 20% / New Colors / all of them are
available from stock/ valid from February 2019

Onlineshop / Email
Youtube / Facebook

Dear artisan,
A comprehensive range is one of the most important things for every
wholesaler. With this mind, we are happy to announce that we have
added 15 new colors from Glass Alchemy in our assortment.
To celebrate this occasion we would like to offer you 20% discount
for every new color so that you can test them and convince
yourself.
We want to inform you that these colours are from the test
laboratory.
If these colours will be established in their product range or not
depends on the demand.

Promotion period: 01.02.2019 - 28.02.2019
20%* discount on selected items!

Onlineshop

Tomacco is an earthy orange-red
translucent cadmium based
color. The shade and tone of
Tomacco varies depending on the
type of lighting.
Art.-Nr.: 9431002

Sea Breeze is a new transparent
blue-green. This color looks green in
rod form, with hints of blue through
the edges.
Art.-Nr.: 9431003

Not quite as dark as Brilliant Blue,
the Test Lab Royal Blue Shades
are a rich, vibrant blue.
Art.-Nr.: 9431004

Darker and richer than Crippy,
Portland Green has a high
refractive index and optical clarity
found in our Next-Gen Transparent
line.
Art.-Nr.: 9431005

With the release of Citron and the
development of this Pastel version,
our goal is to give you two
consistent options to replace our old,
inconsistent Lemon Drop. Citron will
always be transparent and the pastel
version will always be pastel. This
color will be available as Pastel
Yellow in the Test Lab as we work on
finalizing the Pastel Citron
formula.
Art.-Nr.: 9431006
Just as the name suggests, this is a
Pastel version of Potion!! Here is
your chance to try out some of the
formulations leading up to the Small
Batch release of Pastel
Potion.
Art.-Nr.: 9431007

Here's your chance to pick up some
sweet transparent orange shades.
These Orange shades are cadmium
based and are test batches of our
Neo-Cad line.
Art.-Nr.: 9431008

We are continuing to build our Pastel
Palette with the release of
Mystique!! Darker than Ether,
Mystique offers the same great
working properties with a richer blue
base.
Art.-Nr.: 9431009

Following the release of Antidote and
the kickoff of our pastel palette, we
are excited to bring you Ether, our
newest pastel color!! This color has
been in the Test Lab as Pastel blue
for the past few months.
Art.-Nr.: 9431010
This OG UV color is better than
ever. Low air content and a vibrant
UV reaction make Electric
Flamingo an all-time favorite.
Art.-Nr.: 9431011

Dusk is a beautiful, purple-blue
color. Similar to some of the Neutral
Shades that were in Thomas' Test
Lab in 2017, Dusk has a dusky,
smoky quality, adding a new neutral
dynamic to the transparent Palette.
Art.-Nr.: 9431012
Brick Red is a cadmium based red.
If you miss the color of Sangria,
Brick Red is for you. This color will
have similar working properties to
our Neo-Cad line.
Art.-Nr.: 9431013

These Blue Shades are great glass at
a great price. Not quite the same
shade as any of our permanent
palette, these Blue Shades will add
something different to your work.
Art.-Nr.: 9431014

Atlantis is a beautiful transparent,
reminiscent of our old Teal, 531
without the copper and potential for
red reduction.
Art.-Nr.: 9431015

We are kicking off our new pastel
palette with the release of
Antidote!! This pastel green is
a highly workable and compatible
translucent color.
Antidote works really well in all flame
types and has held up to every test
the GAMA Board of Directors has put
it through, from simple murrine to
solid sculpture.
Art.-Nr.: 9431016

Please refer to this Newsletter by adding "GlassAlchemyNewsletter" when placing the order to
benefit from this special discount. Thanks a lot.
*our standard price discounts are excluded. The minimum order quantity is still 200g per Color.
While stocks last.
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